SHOPPING CARTS | MISC.

Caroline's Cart™
A shopping cart for seniors and those with special needs.

SHOPPING CARTS | MISC.

Cart Features
EASY TO USE
Fixed, open handles provide easy access to the seat.

COMFORT & SAFETY
A comfortable seat specially designed for customers with
low muscle tone, plus an adjustable 5-point locking harness,
guarantees increased safety.

SPACIOUS
Large basket provides ample room for merchandise
Seat capacity: 35lbs - 250lbs

STABILITY
Locking back brake
Front locking wheels assure stability while being seated or
helping the passenger out of the seat.

Promoting Inclusion, Accomodation, and Accessible Shopping.
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Benefits
1 Easy to Use and Clean
The fixed, open handles of Caroline's Cart provide
convenient access to the seat. Easy to keep clean.
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2 Spacious
The cart features an ample cargo basket that provides
space for purchased items.
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3 Comfort & Safety
The specialized, patented seat is contoured to be
comfortable for individuals with low muscle tone and
features an adjustable 5-point latching safety harness
that secures the occupant so the caregiver has hands free
to steer the cart. The cart has an occupant capacity from
35 to 250 lbs. Additionally, the seat faces the caregiver
so eye contact is easy to maintain.
4 Stability
A locking brake in back and front locking castors provide
stability when loading and unloading occupants. Steel
frame and components standard with Granite TECH-SEAL®
only.
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Top Basket Capacity
6,000 in3
98 liters

Weight
53.5 lbs
24.3 kg

Occupant Capacity
35–250 lbs
15.9–113.4 kg

Turning Radius
34.5 in
87.6 cm

Available Basket Colors

Black

Gray

Optional Front Cup Holder

Red

Green

Store Brand Logo Available*

Blue

Custom colors available. Call for details.
*Store brand logo available with additional set-up logo fee, printed only in white.
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Fixed Handle Design
RIGID HANDLE STRUCTURE
Fixed handles offer a more rigid handle structure.

EASY SEAT ACCESS
Fixed, open handles provide convenient access to the seat.

SAFETY
With the fixed handles of Caroline's Cart, pinch points are
avoided.

CLEANLINESS
Handles are easy to wipe and keep clean.
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Occupant Seating and Operation Instructions
1 Apply front two wheel brakes & rear brake before

2 Place occupant into seat. Do not stand or step on

seating the occupant. Do not step or stand on cart
platform.

platform.

3 Buckle occupant in cart seat and fasten securely. See seatbelt instructions below.

Secure the chest belt by inserting
one end into the other.

Secure the belt between the legs
by inserting the two ends of the
chest harness into the buckle.

4 Release front two wheel brakes and rear brake

Pull the red loops for a snug fit.

5 Cart is ready for shopping.

before moving the cart.
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